WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS: PREMIUM SERVICE!
Premium Internet with premium services for your company
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WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS is your premium access to the Internet. With symmetrical bandwidths of 2 Mbit/s up to 10
Gbit/s you and your company are professionally well prepared. With guaranteed, stipulated bandwidths via a WiTCOM fibre-optic
connection we connect you around the globe using sustainable technology because fibre-optic links are nearly indefinitely scalable
and already today provide you with sufficient capacities to meet the bandwidth challenges of tomorrow. Your company site can also
benefit from a connection to our network, as the link to a fibre-optic network stimulates commercial use. Owners of buildings can
raise the value of their property by developing their buildings and revaluate them for their customers. With more and more dataintensive networking of services and production processes, a powerful Internet access contributes to the success of your company.
There is no other transmission medium than fibre optic that offers more bandwidth reserves and, therefore, maximum expansion
possibilities. WiTCOM provides professional connection to the Internet for your locations.
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WHAT IS WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS?

WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS: PREMIUM SERVICE!
HOW DOES IT WORK IN DETAIL?
WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS provides you with 100 % availability for the chosen and contractually stipulated bandwidth
in download and upload at any time. Symmetrical high speed for video and phone conferences, surfing, and data-consuming
applications and more. In addition, sustainable fibre-optic technology enables you to scale the speed of your WiTCOM PREMIUM
INTERNET ACCESS depending on the requirements of your company. You can choose from a range of 2 Mbit/s to 10 Gbit/s as usable
bandwidth without volume limitation. The network termination unit (CPE) available to you on loan during your contract term is a
powerful premium router with guaranteed transfer rates. Your connection includes five static public IPv4 addresses freely usable
by you and one IPv6 network. They are routed to the LAN interface at the network termination unit (router) and provided to you
as access data. We will set up the network termination unit at your place and hand over the access in the vicinity of your service
line panel or, by using optionally available in-house cabling, at your desired location. Benefit from one Gigabit Internet access,
prioritisation of your most important applications through Quality of Service (QoS), highest level security and reliability, minimum
availability of 99.95 % of your connection as well as a maximum fault clearance time of eight hours in case of a failure. The minimum
contract term is 12 months, a fidelity rebate is available when extended to 60 months. Online statistics give you the necessary
transparency about the utilization of your WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS.
Using WiTCOM PREMIUM INTERNET ACCESS your communication reaches a new dimension of speed - on 365 days a year and 24
hours a day!

YOUR BENEFITS AT A GLANCE!
Symmetrical, guaranteed bandwidth of 2 Mbit/s to 10 Gbit/s as flat rate model without volume limitation
5 statically usable IPv4 addresses as well as a full /48 IPv6 network included
Online statistics of the Internet connection with 5 minutes values to depict your needs
Minimum contract term of 12 months extensible to 60 months, fidelity rebate included
Additional services such as SIP trunk, DDoS protection, managed firewall, e-mail security, hosted VoIP, MPLS VPN, Sync&Share
SLAs: fault clearance time of 8 hours, 99.95 % minimum availability, 24x7 technical service availability,
30 minutes response time
Optional upgrade of your Internet access to a higher bandwidth according to your demand within a very short period
Fibre-optic connection to raise the value of your property and used as a catalyst for the commercial benefit of your company
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Are you interested as well? Give us a call: 0611-26244-0
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